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Should I rap about the things that I know have
A couple... and fast cash
Maybe then we speed it up but slow fingers that I'm
throwing up
Better stay true to myself it's like a part of growing up
Friends looking at me like Sean what's the holding up
Said you gonna make years ago and still ain't blowin up
Well if I had your support never mind... it up
Shut up to the min... to the one that showed me love
Shots the niggas... in the city,, 
And don't matter where you from as long as we keep
stepping
For the gold... me and dollar dreams and my... close.

Chorus:
Doing my own thing payin I'm no mine
Is it a new brand style, is it a new finish line
We on we on we on, we on we on we on
Living my own life I'm a new star out I'ma be alright
Future and... we on we on we on, we on we on we on.

As far as... things in my life
Couldn't be... maybe use my wife
Cheated a couple times when the... with me
Music been law we've been one I thought icould it
Told me I could do it if the one said I shouldn't
Said I should prove alone 'cause the proof is in the
money
Since the day I earn it give up some improvement
Learn to... so I keep it moving
Vision myself I'm staging from the crowd
Screaming Sean Brown 5000... flashing lights... 
Anything is possible... 

Chorus:
Doing my own thing payin I'm no mine
Is it a new brand style, is it a new finish line
We on we on we on, we on we on we on
Living my own life I'm a new star out I'ma be alright
Future and... we on we on we on, we on we on we on.
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Play the music on... is playin no black... 
'Cause only... calling just smash box
... no limit I feel the love with the hip hop
Feeling so president I probably... them haters
You see the... later high and it don't matter
Still I'm gonna eat the best parts
Don't know the Sean Brown me restaurant
I don't know what the name is but I play the... us
Not gonna be in a rush I'm single so rest of us
Got me feelin grown the best got me feelin strong
That lookers they should em know what's time it's now
we on
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